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Following thei r exami na t ion in March the Commis-
s ion report five years monetary cooperation
Europe (1). the Ministers for Economic and Financial Affairs
cone luded that progress made towards economic policy
convergence and stability of exchange-rate relationships
provided some scope for developing the European monetary
8ys tem.

The discussions held at the informal meeting at Ram-
bouillet in May and the work subsequently carried out by the
Commitee of Governors and the Monetary Committee confirmed that

there was such scope and helped to identify more clearly the

technical ways and means of adapting the present system in a
balanced manner. Lastly. at the informal meeting held at Dromo-

land Castle on 15 and 16 September. agreement emerged on the
desirability of devising in the near future a set of measures
and guidelines that would represent a modest but significant
development of the European monetary system and on the need to

agree at the same time on the broad lines of a framework for
the cont inued deve lopment of the BMS within which such a set of
measures and guidelines would fall.

In line with the proposals that it has already present-

ed and on the basis of the work carried out within the specia-

lized Committees. the Commission considers that any such set of

measures and guidelines should in the short term help to meet
the following three objectives

- strengthening convergence.

- resuming ~he financial integration process.
- extending the use of the ECO.

...

1...
(1) ColRmunicat ion from the Commission

COM(84)125 final . 2 March 1984.
the Council
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1. Streng thening convergence wi thin the EMS

Maximum use must be made of the established Community
system of surveillance through a more explicit afflrma~lon of
the objectives pursued and stricter application of the existing

procedures and Instruments.

The Council' s adoptlon of the Annual Economic Report should
provide an opportunity for a more open and in depth discus-

sion of the macroeconomic measures to be taken and the gui-
delines to be observed by the Member States in order to en-

sure the convergence necessary to achieve the objectives of

the EMS. The Annual Economic Report should be used more
systematically as a reference framework in the Community
surveillance procedures. Such use of the Annual Economic
Report would require firmer political commitment from the
Member States when adopting it. It would give more specific

content to the regular coordination exercises, the object

of which would be both to ensure the ac tual implementation
of the guidelines adopted and to prepare their periodic up-

dating.

More active coordination economic policies mus t
sought in three areas

- In the March report on five years of monetary cooperation

in Eur.ope. the Commission noted that. . to comply with the
requirements of the EMS exchange-rate mechanism , the par-

t icipan ts had been obliged to adopt more closely concert-
ed monetary policies, but that the influence of the sys-
tem in bringing about greater convergence in th.e other
economic policy areas had been only intermit tent and ge-
nerally delayed. The Communi ty system of surveillance
must be able to cover all macroecon.omic policy instru-

...

1...
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ments. albeit in different ways. but with the same effec-

ti veness, and it mus t provide a means of checking regu-
larly the consistency, at national level and within the
EMS . of the measures taken in the various fields of eco-

nomic policy. Similarly, a stricter approach should 
adopted in the periodic examinations of the balance-of-
payment situations and external indebtedness of the Mem-
ber States. with fuller and more detailed exchange of in-

formation on the policies followed in this area by the
national authorities. This would make it easier to assess
the extent of which external adjustment policies imple-
mented in the member countries were consistent from the
EMS perspective.

- The EMS is intended to achieve two closely linked objec-

tives : greater exchange-rate stability and improved eco-

nomic convergence. Any signs of incipient strain between

participating currencies should therefore logically raise
the question whether there are any divergences in Member
States ' economic policy stances and how such divergences
can be remedied. The Commiss ion therefore proposes to
initiate a special examination procedure within the Mone-

tary Committee whenever the situation on the
markets and the indicators of Member States

exchange
relative

economic performances suggest insufficient convergence of

economic policies.

...

1...
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- Provision should be made for a similar consultation pro-

cedure to be initiated by the Commission or by any Member

State whenever prompt and coordinated response is re-
quired in the face of unexpected developments in factors
external to the operation of the system, such as the be-
haviour of non-Community currencies or monetary or finan-

cial policy decisions taken in countries outside the Com-

munity.

Following the examination made at the Council' s request of
possible changes that would make the medium-term financial

assistance (MTFA) mechanism more effective. the Commission

concludes , with the Monetary Committee . that M'fFA can be
used in accordance with Article 108 of the Treaty. which
provides the legal basis of the instrument , as a preventive
measure in the same situations and under the same economic
policy condi t ions those stipulated for application
the Community loans mechanism. Consequently. full use
should be made of the scope for combined deployment of the
two instruments.

- Where one or more Member States do not participate in the

grant of MTFA in a particular case because of their re-
seTves or balance-of-payments situation . the possibili 

covering the shortfall contributions simulta-
neous act iva tion the Community loan mechanism should

provided for; the same arrangement should apply
cases where a Member State s mobilization of its claim
would entail refinancing from outside the system.

- More generally, where the balance-at- payments situation
of a Member State calls for medium-term Community sup-
port. the Commission should be able . after consulting the
Monetary Cammi t tee . to recommend preferential use of one

or the other instrument, or an appropriate combination of

the two , depending on circumstances.
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The Counci I could decide on arrangements this rega rd
when it adopts the Commission ' s proposal for the renewal of
the MTFA arrangements. At a later stage. the Commission
will pursue further the examinat ion it has alre$dy begun of

the possibli ty of giving the Community

' $ 

medium-term
balance-of-payments support mechanisms a greater role as an
instrument of convergence.

2. Resuming the financial integration process

The monetary integration process and the financial in-
tegration process are two complementary ways of strengthening
the EMS and achieving economic union. Progress along either
path facilitates progress along the other; but however signifi-

cant such progress may be, it will necessarily be gradual. At
this stage. the set of measures proposed for developing the EMS

should, in so far as liberalization of capital movements 
concerned . include three main elements

A significant easing of the restrictions still applied 

virtue of the safeguard clause of Article 108(3) of the
Trea ty muS t sought. and the Commission cu.rrently
s tudylng ways of achieving this with the Member States con-
cerned. Some of them have announced initial steps in this
direction , and one Member State , which has in fact lifted
the restrictions authorized . has announced its intention of

formally abolishing them. The Commission has also decided
to revise the decisions at present in force authorizing the

ma i ntenance protect i ve measures, limit thei r scope
and period of validity. The aim is not only to update , in

the legal texts , the grounds for the authorization given by

the Commission and to consolidate progress so far made , but

also and above all to set a date by which the decisions
woufd in principle expi re. Authorization to mal nta in all

...

1...
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or some of the protective measures in force could be ex-
tended beyond that date, af ter examination by the Commis-
sion at the request of the Member State concerned, only if
it were established that the balance of payments was still

in difficulties ~r seriously threatened with diff1culties.

The Commission s intenti.on is also to clear the way again
for a gradual widening of Member States ' obligations under
Community law in respect of the liberalization of capital

m'Ovements.

:.€lou.nc'j;l's adoption of the prO'p0'sals for D.ir:ectives (1)
on collective investment undertakings for tranaf.erable se-
curities (CIUTS) would represent a significant and impor-
tant first step in resuming legislative progress towards a

greater degree of freedom of capital movements.

An initial examination carried out by the Commission s de-

partments in collaboration with the Monetary Committee has

shown that it is possible to continue along this path and

to consider transferring other categories of transactions
included in list C (conditiona.i liberali~ation) of the .1960

a.nd 1962. Dir'ecti veS to J\:i:st& A,:&i~~j-"'f'1.'1i:1JicOit1.ditional lib-era-

. . . ',."

hMa:1t'ic.1I:~.. "'nbese incl1t:4~jin - p~~e~~1r ' :tIthe. f()l1:ofin" cate
gories of transactions : tne issde and pl-acing of securi-
ties representing risk capital (shares and other equities).
the issue and placing of securities of Community institu-

tions and bodies, and the acquisition of securities not
dealt in on a stock exchange. Similarly, there should be an

examination of the possibility of extending liberalization

...

1...
(1) Proposal for a Directive amending for the second time the

First Directive for the implementation of Article 67 of the
EEC Treaty (freedom of capital movements). (COM( 79) 328
final) .
Proposal for a Directive coord1nating laws, regulations and
administrative provisions concerning collective investment
undertakings for transferable securities (CIUTS).
(COM(77)227 final).
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requi rements long-term commercial credits and some
forms at least of mortgage loan operations~ in conjunction
with the proposals which the Commission is getting ready to

present on freedom of es tablishment and freedom to provide
services in this area. The Commission intends to examine
more closely the implications of such transfers and to work

out the technical procedures for them.

This move, which is necessary to ensure proper legal conso-

lidation of the progress achieved so far within the Commu-
nity in the liberalization of capital movements . does not
remove the need for joint efforts to achieve "de facto " li-
beralization of certain financial transactions. More speci-

fically, thos. Member States that maintain restrictions on

capital movements (either under safeguard clauses . or be-

cause the restrictions are not precluded by the Direct~ves

force) could agree to grant more liberal treatment
certain specific transactions, as the need arises. Such fa-

vourable treatment would be granted taking account of the
Community interest of the transactions in question. It
could , for example . be applied to loan issues intended to

finance projects with a specifically European purpose or
securities issued by specialized organizations providing
risk capital for European industry.

Various national measures taken under exchange control re-
gulations or rules on international banking transactions do

not con.titute infringements of Community law on the libe-
ralization of capital movements. either because they come

within a category that has not been unconditionally libera-

lized (list D of the 1960 Directive. for example). or be-

cause they explici t ly referrednot in oneare the
headings in the nomenclature of capital movements. Yet
they may be liable to impede payments relating to traqe in

goods or services or movements of capital normally libera-
lized under Communi ty law.

...

1...
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Codific~tion of this area would no doubt pose major diffi-
culties. However, it would be useful if a doctrine on these

questions could be established between the Member States
and the Commission on the basis of regular discussions and

exchanges of information on any measures liable to affect

international payments procedures within the Community. It

would be appropriate for the Monetary Committee, in accord-

ance with Article 3 of its Rules , to be involved in the

survei 11ance procedures for which the Commission is respon-
sable.

3. Promoting the use of the ECU

More extensive use and wider circulation the ECU

should be encouraged both in the official and in the private

sphere.

Official use of the ECU

ECUs received by a central bank against its contribution of

gold and dollars can be used as a means of settlement be-

tween central banks participating in the EMS exchange- rate
mechanism , but they are in fact little used in this way. A

set of measures should be adopted that would promote .the

use of the ECU by making it more attractive; these measures

should

. increase the remuneration of the ECU,

. set up mobi lization arrangements.

. give . third holders. access to the ECU.

The ~e~u~e~a~i~ of an asset is ~n important factor in its

attractiveness. A change in the existing rules to set the

rate of remuneration of net ECU positions (at present an

average of official discount rates) at a level derived from

ma :eke t rates would enhance the attractiveness of the ECU

...

1...
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and confirm its intended role as a reserve asset and thus a

means of settlement in its own right.

In addition , since the ECU cannot be directly used in in-

terventions. any central bank requiring intervention re-
so.urces .!.h!:?,u.!.d b~ !.b.!.e t!:?, !!.o~i.!.i~e 1ts EeU holdings in ex-

change for dollars. Such arrangements could take the fol-
lowing form each participating central bank would have
the right to apply to the EMCF to mobilize its net creditor

position and part of its ECU allocation; the "mobilizable
part " of each ECU allocation would be a given multiple of
the share of EeUs created against dollars in total EeUs al-

located by the EMCF; the EMCF ~ould procure the dollars re-

quested through swaps with the other EMS central banks
with each of them having to supply dollars only in propor-

tion to (and within the limits of) the amount that it had

contributed to the EMCF (20 % of its dollar reserves).

So as to have at its dJ~posal means of intervention other

than dollars, the central bank that mobilized ECUs should
be able to exchange the dollars obtained for Community cur-

rencies. Thus. the mobilization operations would be follow-

. at the request of the mobilizing central bank, by ope-

rat ions involving convers ion into Community currencies.
with the central banks whose currencies were requested
being presumed to authorize such ope rat ions. The currencies
requested would be supplied primarily by the issuing cen-
tral banks, but also (OD a voluntary basis and so as to
limit money creation in the country whose currency was re-

quested) by the other EMS central banks holding them. Sup-

plemented in this way. this sort of mobilizatlon arrange-

ment would be in accordance with the principle of solidari-

ty underlying the system.

...

1...
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Furthermore other official holders had access the
!C~. the unit would be negotiable on a much wider interna-
tional scale and the participating central banks would have

addi t ional scope for mobilizing ECU assets. It would mean
giving access to the ECU to certain international monetary
institutions , notably the Bank for International Settle-
ments . ~nd to the central banks of countries having parti-

--------- ---- -- -----

cularly close economic and financial links with the Euro-
pean Communities. With higher remuneration

, the attractive-
ness of the ECU for such institutions would be significant-
ly enhanced, and the EMCF could conclude " third holder
agreements with them . specifying the conditions for acquir-
ing. using and repaying ECUs. Council Regulation (EEC) NO
3181/78 of 18 DecembeT 1978 relating to the European Mone-
tary System would have to be amended.

These short-term measures will encourage wider circulation
of the ECU, but the fact remains that . even under the ar-
rangements envisaged. the ECU could be used to only a li-
mited extent for the settlement of debts , and only in the
context intervent ions Communi ty currencies themargins. Greater importance would attach to measures such
as the abolition of the present acceptability limit , which
would allow debtors to settle in full in ECUs. and the ex-
tension of very short- term financing to intramarginal in-
terventions which would allow the type intervention
that has proved to be the most common

. to be financed under
the arrangements at present confined to an increasingly in-

frequent type of intervention. Both the resolve to push
ahead with the development of the system and the aim of

...

1...
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making the ECU a reserve asset and a means of settlement in

its own right mean that these qnestlons must be kept under

examination with a view to finding positive answers to them

in the near future.

Private use of the ECU

The ECU market has D.OW reached a scale that calls for a
mOre cohesive response by Member States to market require-
ments. The ECU could become a factor in the integration of
financial markets in Eur.ope and, consequently, a means of
convergence. Certain steps would have to be taken . some im-
mediately, others in the longer term . to allow it to fulful
this role more effectively.

Immediate steps would basically involve

completing the process that has led to the growing use of
the ECU as a foreign currency and admitting the ECU 
the fixing where it e~ists;

. facilitating the effective establishment of an organiza-

tion for multilateral clearing of ECU bank transfers; al-
though this concerns more directly the banking industry
and the official institution that is to act as a clearing
agent, it would seem appropriate to signal the Communi-

' s in te res t in this plan;

. systemati:l:ing the statistical recording of ECU transac-
tions so as to allow improved monitoring of how the mar-
ket is developing; the Bank for International Settlements

already compiles statistics on ECU banking transactions,
and the Commission intends to do the same for ECU issues,
with the help of the national authorities.

...

1...
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A sound bas is would then have to be established for deve-

loping such use of the ECU . ensuring that the condi tions
necessary for the smooth operation of the market were
created. In part icular . ways would have to be examined of

remedying present imperfections and disequilibria. which
may be linked to aspects of national rules and regulations
or may result from certain practices. For example. the pro-

visions governing the opening of ECU accounts. the acquisi-
tion of ECU securities or transactions in ECU securities
should certain cases reviewed; similarly. full
account should be taken of the need to supply the market

with component currencies so that the interest rates esta-

blished on the market do not differ unduly from the rates

calculated on the basis of the rates obtaining on national
markets.

Fur thermore it would also be in the Community s interest

to ensure that the rapid expansion of the ECU market is ac-

companied greater diversification. This means firstly
geographical diversification, and the recent EEC loan issue
on the US market provides a noteworthy precedent here. It
also means diversification of instruments, so that a wide

range of ECU investment instruments could be made available

to non-Community monetary authorities wishing to diversify

their reserves. To this end , the EIB and the other Communi-

ty institutions that make calls on the capital markets
could exploit more fully the possibility of using shorter-

term borrowing techniques along the lines , for example . of

those already used by the World Rank.

...

1...
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As when the EMS was set up in December 1978. the measures

provisions or guidelines proposed above could be embodied
in a Council Resolution that would serve as a point of re-

ference for the formulation of subsequent implementing mea-

sures. A draft Resolution consistent with the suggestions

made in this communication is annexed.

The proposals presented above form a balanced whole the
balance between the rigour and the solidarity that underlay

the EMS has been preserved and a balance has been struck
between the rights and the obligat ions credi tors and
debtors; the proposals are a first step towards setting up

a European financial market. Adopt ing this se t of proposals

will represent significant progress : it will provide visi-

ble evid.ence of the continuing monetary integration of Eu-

rope; it will make for a strengthening of the role of the

EMS as an essential element of economic discipline and as a

factor of monetary stability and .solidarity; and it will
strengthen the Community s authority in major international

monetary and financial discussions.

However . such progress will remain modest. This is inevita-
ble, for convergence between the various economies is im-

proving only gradually. But. while experience in managing
the system is a vital basis for further lasting achieve-
ment. there is a need now to map out the broad lines of
continued deve lopmen t the EMS. number questions
must be kept under review

. the participation of sterling in the exchange-rate mecha-

nism , the gradual narrowing of the fluctuation margin for
the lira , and the conditions for participation of the
drachma in the exchange- rate mechanism

...

1...
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. the financing and settlement of intramarginal interven-
tions in Community currencies, and abolition of the ECU'

acceptability lLmit,

. the removal of the obstacles to the full private use of
the ECU in the Member States, and recognition of the ECU

as a foreign currency under present monetary and exchange

regulations

. adjustments to the Community financial assistance instru-

ments so as to give them a more specific role as instru-
ments of convergence within the EMS.

It must be acknowledged that all these matters will have to

be cleared up in the near future; bearing in mind past and

prospecti ve progress in the coordination of policies vis-
vis non-Community currencies and in the convergence 

economic policies, the Commission can see no objection to a

firm commitment to deal with them as soon as possible.



23. 11. 1984
Il/508/84-g

DRAFT COUNCIL REGULATION

On developing the European monetary system
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1. Intr.oduction

1.1.

1.2.

The Ministers for Economic and Financial Affairs of the
Member States, meeting in Council on 10 December 1984,
have examined the communication from the Commission on

developing the European monetary system and heard re-
ports on this subject by the Chairmen of the Committee

of Governors and the Monetary Committee.

The Council considers that five and a half years of ex-

perience of operation of the system make it possC:. le.
and necessary. to develop the EMS on the basis of great-

er convergence. a resumption of financial integration
and wider use of the BCU. It has agreed to move Ln this

direction by adopting the following provisions, measures

and guidelines.

2. Measures to strengthen convergence

If the progress achieved in convergence is to be conso-

lidated , full use must be made of the Community system

of surveillance.

The degree of convergence between the economic policies

pursued by Member States will be assessed more systema-

tically, in terms of results and means employed, against
the guidelines set by the Council in the report that it
adopts each year on the occasion of its third examina-

tion of the economic situation in the Community.

...

f...
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So as to e.nsure mote active coordination of economic po-
licies 

1. The consultations that take place within the specialized

Committees must provide a means of checking regularly
the consistency, at national level and within the EMS,
of all the means of ac tion employed by the Member States

in pursuin8 their economic policies. Such consul t.ations
must in particular involve an assessment of the extent
to which the approaches adopted by Member States with
regard to adjustment of their current balances and ex-

ternal indebtedness are consistent with the objectives
of the EMS.

2. Where the situation on the exchan8e market and the indi-

cators of Member States ' relative economic performances
sugest that there is actual or latent strain due 
inadequate convergence of economic policies. the Commis-
sion will initiate an examination procedure within the
Monetary Committee.

3. Member States will consult one another on the monetary
policy measures made necessary by unexpected develop-
ments in factors external to the operation of the sys-
tem. Such consultation will take place on the Commis-
sion initiative the initiative any Member
State.

2. 3. Having just extended the medium-term financial assistan-

ce mechanism for a pe r iod of two year.s, the Council in-
vites the Commission to exploit from now on the poten-
tial for combined use of that mechanism with the Commu-
nity loan mechanism providing balance-of-payments
port for Member States.

sup-

...

1...
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3. Measures to reactivate the financial integration process

A greater degree of liberalization of capital movements

will be sought along the lines of the proposals present-

ed by the Commission in its communication on financial
integration (COM(83)207 final . 18 April 1983).

The Council invites the Member States concerned and the
Commission to do all they can to reduce significantly
the effective scope of the protective measures restrict-

ing the free movement of capi tal. It notes the Commi 
sion s decision to carry out a review of the decisions
taken under Article 108(3) of the Treaty to limi t the
scope of application of the derogations authorized and
their period of validity.

Determined for its part to adopt as soon as possible the

Directive on the liberalization of units of collective
investment undertakings for transferable securities and

the Directive coordinating national provisions governing

such undertakings, the Council invites the Commission to

undertake an examination . in collaboration with the Mo-
netary Committee , of the possibility of extending the
scope of the Community requirements concerning liberali~
zation of capital movements to other transactions and to

present it with proposals along these lines.

Considering that increased supervision of the payments
procedures applied in the Community would facilitate ap-

plication of Community law, and in particular Arti.cle
106 of the Treaty, and would prevent the setting up of
indirect obstacles to the carrying out of transactions
that are normally liberalized , the Council invites the
Commission which is the body responsible for such
surveillance . to also associate the Monetary Committee
in this work in accordance with the terms of Article 3

of the latter s Rules.

...

1...
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4. Measures to promote the use of the ECU

If there is to be wider official use of the ECU. its mo-

netary characteristics must be Improved.

1. The rate of interest applicable to net ECU positions and

to balances rsulting from very short-term financing ope-

rations will be set on the basis of rates representing
market rates for the component currencies.

2. Where it needs intervention currencies, a central bank
will be able. through the EMCF to mobilize ECU assets
agains t dollars up to the amount of its net creditor po-

sition and part of its allocation of ECUs. The other
central banks will supply the dollars requested in pro-

portion to and within the limits of the amount of dol-

lars which they have contributed to the EMCF.

A central bank which has mobilized ECU assets will be

able to convert temporarily the dollars obtained into
Communi ty currencies. the EMS cent ral banks whose cur-
rencies are requested being presumed to authorize such
conversion transactions.

4. L 3. Cent ral banks non-Communi ty countries and

tional monetary institutions will be able
interna-
acquire.

hold and use ECUs in the manner specified by the EMCF

under third-holder agreements.

4. So as to put into effect the measures and guidelines set
out above the Council invites the central banks to
amend accordingly their Agreement of 13 March 1979 lay-
ing down the ope rat ing procedures for the EMS. and the
Board of Governors of the EMCF to adopt the necessary
decisions; it requests the Commission to present it with

appropriate amendments to Regulation (EBC) N O 3181/78 of

18 December 1978.

...

1...
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The scale and diversity of private use of the ECU call

for more uniform treatment of it in the Member States.

2. L The Council invites the monetary authorities of the Mem-
ber States to eomplete the process which has led to the
gradual use of the ECU as a foreign currency, and to
admit the ECU to the fixing where it exists.

2. The Council is following with interest present work on

the establishment of a multilateral clearing system for
ECU bank transfers, and it hopes that such work will
soon be successfully comple ted.

3. The Council welcomes the Commission s plan to set up and

administer a system for compiling statistics on the vo-
lume of ECU loan issues; it invites the national autho-

rities to help the Commission in this task.

4. The EIB and the other Community institutions that make
calls on the capital markets are invited to exploit more

fully the possibility of using diversified ECU borrowiug

techniques . especially short-term techniques.

5. Guidelines for continued development of the ECU

The Council is resolved to press forward with the conti-

nued development of the system until transition to the
institutional stage. and to strengthen the process of
financial integration in the Community. It has under-
takeu to keep the following matters under review , with a
view to dealing with them in the near future

. the participation of sterling in the exchange rate me-

chanism and the conditions for participation of the
drachma and the gradual narrowing the present
margins for the lira;

...
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. the financing and settlement of intramarginal inter-
ventions in Community currencies and abolition of tbf!

ECU' s present acceptabi Ii ty l imit;

. the removal of the obstacles to full private use of

the ECU in the Member States and recognition of the
ECU as a foreign currency for the purposes of present

monetary and exchange regulations;

. adjustments the Community ' s financial assistance
instruments so as to give them a more specific role as

instruments of convergence within the EMS.


